
 
 
English 21st April 2020  
 
DAY 2 Writing a balanced argument 
 
Your learning foci for Day 2 are:  
 
Identifying the  features of a balanced argument  
 
Writing your own balanced argument 
 
 
 



• Phrases to introduce issue being discussed: 
• Parents have been discussing…Many people have been talking 

about… 
• This is an important topic because…. 
• Introducing ‘reasons for’: 
• Many people argue…Some people say…Teenagers believe/claim… 
• Introducing ‘reasons against’: 
• On the other hand…However…Others disagree, they say…On the 

contrary…. 
• Phrases for the conclusion: 
• After looking at the evidence…In conclusion….After much thought…I 

believe that… 
• Use of groups rather than individuals: teenagers, elderly, police, 

parents, children etc 
 

 

TASK 1:  
READ THROUGH THESE USEFUL PHRASES:  



Task 2 Read through this balanced argument which addresses the question:  
Are computer games are a good way to use a computer or a bad way? 
 
Nowadays almost every home is equipped with a computer. Whilst children may use 
the computer to help them with homework tasks, they spend much more time playing 
computer games. 
 
Many teachers and parents hate this use of the computer. They complain that children 
become obsessive about their games. They often include lots of levels that have to be 
achieved which means that the child doesn’t want to finish the game when he or she 
is close to reaching the next level. This can become addictive. Some children spend all 
their free time sitting in front of their screens, zapping aliens, blasting gory monsters 
or driving vehicles along circuits at ever-greater speeds. These children do not play in 
the fresh air or meet with friends. Research has shown that there is a risk that they 
will spend more and more time alone and in the end will not be able to communicate 
with real people. 
 
They suggest that these children become so involved in the virtual reality of their 
games that they find it impossible to distinguish reality from the world shown in their 
games and begin to lose all sense of moral values. It becomes heroic to chop bits off 
your enemies. It feels exciting to machine gun whole armies. It even feels good to 
watch someone’s limbs fly off in red spurts, as explosions go off just by tapping the 
keyboard. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Not all adults, however, are against computer games. Some enjoy these games 
themselves, saying that they release an urge which can be safely limited to the screen. 
Others still point to the large amount of educational computer games. They argue that 
these can greatly improve a child’s learning. Even though these games are very 
competitive and addictive they keep the child’s interest and keep them focused on the 
task. Many schools have now got computer games that help learning, particularly in 
the areas of Maths and English. They do not approve of violent computer games, but 
they insist that the screen can motivate young children, who learn best through play. 



Task 3: 
Read through the argument again and 
list the reasons for and against. 
Feel free to add your own as well 



Task 4: Now plan and write your own version of the argument. 
Are computer games a good use of a computer? 

• Use box up planning  

• Use the useful words and  

    phrases from before 

• Use modal verbs 

• Use the subjunctive 

• Use the passive voice 

 

     

Phrases to introduce issue being 
discussed: 
Parents have been discussing…Many 
people have been talking about… 
This is an important topic because…. 
Introducing ‘reasons for’: 
Many people argue…Some people 
say…Teenagers believe/claim… 
Introducing ‘reasons against’: 
On the other hand…However…Others 
disagree, they say…On the contrary…. 
Phrases for the conclusion: 
After looking at the evidence…In 
conclusion….After much thought…I believe 
that… 
Use of groups rather than individuals: 
teenagers, elderly, police, parents, 
children etc 


